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Abstract 
 Many researchers have been developing biped walking robots with excellent 
techniques and advanced technologies. However, ordinary locomotion is executed on 
even terrain such as flat surface. This means that many researches are focusing much 
on image processing, programing techniques and newly suggested devices, but not 
much research is being done on the proper sensors to robotic feet. Regarding robot 
gaits on unknown ground, one of the most significant determinations is to investigate 
balance by itself. 
  A new sensor was studied for the robotic foot in order to allow walking on 
rough ground by sensing variations in the pressure profile on the foot. The primary 
purpose of this study is to provide a proper foot sensor for Jaywalker. The Jaywalker 
has been developed by the Intelligent Systems and Automation Laboratory. Jaywalker 
provides a good platform for the study of rough terrain walking. The sensor to be 
developed for the robot must be applicable to every structure and flexible and able to 
impulsive forces, as well as having a reasonable manufacturing cost. 
 The main concept of this new type of sensor is to utilize the special 
application and design of inductive touch sensors. The Propeller microprocessor plays 
an important role in the control of the new sensor. The results of this study indicate 
that the new inductive sensor can be useful as a robotic foot sensor for the study of 
rough terrain walking. 
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Introduction 
Many researchers have been working hard to make robotic movements to imitate human 
motion all over the world.  Results of that effort a e seen with robots now being able to 
accomplish tasks that were once performed solely human workers such as in factories, like 
automobile industries and electronic circuitry production lines. 
Now days we have also witnessed that cleaning robots are vacuuming and wiping floors 
from advertisements on TV or markets. For military pplications, General Dynamics Co made the 
“Big dog” robot and showed it how to walk on rough round and icy floor. Big dog can control 
its balance even when it gets pushed by a man. Thus, it is true that robots are getting more 
integrated into our daily lives as well as military operations. A few months ago, Honda Co 
presented a new model of robot, ASIMO, which can open a cap of a water bottle and run at a 
certain speed as shown in Figure1. Its movement and w lking show advanced technology of 
robotics. Below are the major enhanced properties to the old version. 
Table 1. Remarks to enhanced properties of the new model to the previous one [1] 
 
The new video of ASIMO is enough to encourage research rs to have interest in that area [1]. It 
recognized different types of objects by image processing and controlled its arms and legs more 
like humans do. So ASIMO demonstrates bi-pedal robotic walking is quite well-developed on the 
even ground or stairs, but there are many other areas to be enhanced for making it more fully 
1. Height 130 cm 
2. Weight 48kg (decreased 6kg from previous model) 
3. Operating degrees  
of freedom(DOF) 
Total: 57 degrees of freedom (increase of 23 degrees  
of freedom from previous model) 
4. Running speed 9km/hour (previous model: 6km/hour) 
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humanized. When taking a close look at ASIMO’ sensors, it has a 6 axis-force and-torque sensor, 
according to its guidebook published by Honda Co [1]. That sensor is mounted on each joint in 
order to sense torque, force and direction. That helps control ASIMO while running and walking 
at varied speed as well as keeping its balance [1].  
However, as always it is still walking on 
even ground with its flat and big feet.   
Another interesting article related 
to the sensor for robot’s foot is the haptic 
robotic sensor that can sense 4 different 
ramped grounds [2]. This task is 
accomplished by using 3 sensing points per 
foot so that it keeps balanced based on the 
combined conditions of sensed inputs 
from them as shown in figure 2 [2]. The 
ramps can be sensed by “Flexi Force” 
  
(a) New ASIMO is opening a bottle cap (b) ASIMO running at the speed of 9 km/hour 
Figure 1. Advanced characteristics of New ASIMO, Demonstration video for the new ASIMO:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuymCZL5aWM 
Figure 2 structure of prototype of tactile sensor foot 
[2]. ①,②, ③ are Flexi Force resistors. These 3 
points sense the bottom 
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(manufactured by Tekscan Inc ) which is a sort of resister to respond to force [2]. When it comes 
to heavy and rough walking loads, that sensor is not robust enough against weariness and sudden 
impact. Still, it is the result of a decent research on a small humanoid robot showing how to 
control balancing problem, but lacks the ability to sustain continual abuse without degrading over 
time.  
Checking the state of various parameters of a robotic foot is vitally important to the 
control of walking and balance. That is why the Intelligent Systems and Automation Laboratory 
(ISAL) has been focusing on this matter. Successive graduate students have enhanced 
“Jaywalker,” a three legged robot developed to study rough terrain walking, in the sagittal plane, 
shown in figure 3. The necessity of new types of sensory information on the foot was echoed by 
the thesis on ‘Parallelized Distributed Embedded Control System for Two Dimensional Walking 
Robot for Studying Rough Terrain’ [3]. 
  
(a) side view of JayWalker         (b) Front view 
Figure 3. Jaywalker studied in ISA Lab 
(‘Jaywalker’ is a three legged, two-dimensional biped walking robot. It is used as a test bed to study 
rough and unstructured ground locomotion. 2D walking is carried out by coupling the two outside 
legs together, so the robot appears to have two legs when looking from a side view.) 
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The purpose of my research is to develop a possible ensing method for rough and 
unstructured terrain, with resistance against wear and impact force. This sensor will be referred to 
as the ‘Robotic touch foot sensor’. To this end, it is mperative for the new sensor for a robotic 
foot to endure much sudden impact force, not to be worn out by many contacts and to give us 
stable outputs proportional to inputs. In addition, it is necessary for the sensors to resist water or 
other liquids. To accomplish this purpose, there are many and various types of sensors can be 
utilized: mechanical switches, lasers, ultrasonic sensors, piezoelectric sensors, and inductive 
touch sensors. 
Among the sensor choices, switches were considered first. A switch is used to produce 
one or zero based on inputs in a mechanical way. This is an easy method to use, and inexpensive, 
but causes mechanical noise, in addition to wearing out and prone to physical deformation. 
Secondarily, lasers are commonly used for measuring distance, however it is difficult to find a 
laser in a small package, includes driving circuitry, and is capable of enduring unexpected shock. 
Lasers tend to be expensive relative to other sensor options, and a receiver may interpret signals 
from adjacent lasers due to reflection on uneven surfaces. Following the lasers is the ultrasonic 
sensor. This sensor cannot read the status of ground under grass or other objects. In addition, the 
angle of the ankle would cause scatter of the signals reflected against the ground while walking. 
The ultrasonic sensor is better used for recognition of objects and path planning. The next sensor 
that would be possible for the robotic foot is a piezoelectric sensor. Piezoelectric sensors basically 
operate by producing a voltage due to physical displacement. Its disadvantage is that it cannot 
endure resistance against liquid material. This type of sensor is one of the most applicable sensors 
to a robotic foot sensor and would have been a potentially viable option with weather proofing 
that did not adversely affect its performance. The inductive touch sensor was pursued due to its 
advantages over the previous. The Microchip Company first introduced its new inductive sensing 
product in 2009 [4]. This technology, shown in figure 4, was used to design a keyboard (or pad) 
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for the special purpose of use under water or in harsh environments [4]. The idea is that the new 
keypad uses the varied inductance of a flat coil, which radiates electromagnetic field 
perpendicular to the coil, by cutting off magnetic fields [4]. The electromagnetic field is varied by 
a piece of metal at various distances to the coil [4].  
 
Figure 4. Keypad of Inductive touch sensor [4] 
The ability to put a flexible material as a gap layer between metal and a coil allows the sensor to 
absorb strong impacts caused by walking with fast re ponse to the changing pressures. It addition, 
the sensor is not degraded by numerous touches due to indirect sensing. For these reasons, the 
inductive touch sensor is able to meet the design requi ements of the Jaywalker better than the 
other sensors. 
My thesis is organized as follows. The first chapter introduces the basic theories about the 
touch sensor in detail including the signal amplificat on and digital conversion to provide a 
readable output. Chapter 2 presents the implementatio  with problems and solutions at each step. 
Next, troubleshooting is introduced in chapter 3. And then tests and result are provided in chapter 
4. In chapter 5, I discuss the results and offer recommendations to future researchers who 
continue to work on this area. 
Keypad by using inductive 
touch sensor 
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I. Basic theories related to the robotic touch foot sensor 
1.1 The advantage of the inductive touch sensor 
A difficulty when designing switches and touch screen panels for harsh environments 
using capacitive or resistive touch technologies is they cannot be put into water. The inductive 
touch sensor can work under water or under specific environments like freezing weather so that 
allows people to utilize keypads for the electronic devices used in these environments [4]. 
The way to operate an inductive sensor is an important foundation for this study on 
robotic foot sensor. The general principle is from the electromagnetic fields that are created by a 
coil.  
 
Figure 5. Cross-sectional view of an inductive touch sensor [4] 
 As shown in figure 5, the coil in the form of spiral is excited with the pulsed current. The pulsed 
current causes magnetic flux in the perpendicular direction to it. With the electromagnetic fields, 
conductive metal like copper or silver decouples them. The decoupled flux keeps the positive 
magnetic radiation from increasing. This phenomenon can be explained by the eddy current, as 
shown in figure 6. An application of the inductive s nsor is, Eddy Current Non-Destructive 
Testing (NDT), for testing a surface of metal for cracks or it can pick up flaws like uneven and 
varied thickness coatings [5]. The Eddy Current induces electric currents in a conductor when it is 
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put into a varying magnetic fields [6]. Historically, eddy current was discovered by François 
Arago in 1824, and described by Maxwell Faraday. In 1879, David E. Heughes initially used the 
principle for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) to execute tests for quality of metal products [5]. 
 
Figure 6. Example about Eddy Currents  
http://www.pecscan.ca/imgs/driving_coil.jpg 
 
As shown in figure 6 above, the current generated by excited coil causes swirling currents on the 
conductor [6]. The eddy current also creates its own magnetic fields (Blue arrow) against the 
origin (Yellow arrow) [6]. As such, the magnetic fields are decoupled with the induced flux [6]. It 
ends up with reducing the inductance of the coil. In other words, based on this distinct current, the 
closer the gap between coil and metal, the more flux gets decoupled. The inductance is decreased, 
so the voltage across the coil is also reduced. In this manner, detected voltage difference in the 
coil is going to be handled as data and converting i  to digital is followed [4]. 
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Figure 7. Outer structure of the inductive touch sensor [4] 
 
The physical design to be implemented on the product, as shown in figure 7, consists of 3 
components: one is the “target”, another the “spacer”, and the other the “coil” [4]. The metal, 
which is called the “target”, makes electromagnetic fields change by cutting them off, causing the 
voltage across the coil to become lower or higher, d pending on how close the target is located 
from the coil. The shape of the coil from the side view is flat. There is a space between the coil 
and a target. The layer between them is referred to as he gap spacer. This spacer will determine 
how much force is required to be deformed to a certain point when pressed. This space can also 
be filled with other insulated materials; air, rubber, urethane, etc. The property of a spacer can be 
adjusted by replacing the material or changing thickness of it. It depends on conditions of a 
system as to what material selection is appropriate. Th refore, this type of sensor can transfer the 
status about bottom of robotic foot to the system and provide a feasible method to develop a well-
functioning robotic foot. 
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1.2 Basic theories involved in the robotic touch foot sensor 
 Basically, there are 4 parts to be described in the foot sensor. The first is a multi-vibrator 
circuit to activate the coil with pulsed current. The next, is the detecting area with a coil amplified 
and filtered through an Op amp and a low pass filter. The next is how to digitize the detected 
signal. Finally, the microprocessors used for the implementation will be described. 
 
Figure 8. Basic RLC circuit diagram. ‘V’ runs with oscillation of a certain frequency 
 
Above all, the coil needs an oscillating source to be excited. In the AC circuit, shown in 
figure 8, R is resistance, L inductance and C conductance. With an oscillating input, the 
inductance and conductance are varied to the frequency in accordance with circuit theory. 
ZL = 
()
()
 = 	
L =  	(2	),  V(t)  = L 
{()}

                                  (1) 
Therefore, the voltage across the coil from equation (1) is proportional to the value of L. At a 
fixed frequency, the voltage across inductor is related to the ratio of the inductance to total 
impedance [7, 8].  
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Figure 9 Serial RLC circuit from Wikimedia     
[http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e/RLC_series_circuit.png 
 
The inductance goes down as the metal gets closer and results in a voltage drop. In this way, the 
inductive touch sensor can read the varied position of target metal. The intensity of L is 
proportional to the number of windings in the coil and the width of the trace [8, 9]. A typical 
inductive coil is shown in figure 9. For my investigation I developed a flat coil, as shown in 
figure 17. This shape is extraordinarily different from the typical inductive coil. When current is 
applied to flat coil, electromagnetic fields occur which are perpendicular to the plate surface by 
the right-hand rule [9]. This calculation follows the formula which is shown below [10]. 
L = 

	
         (2) 
A = 
()
 
       (3) 
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Figure 10. Coil diagram from side view  
In chapter 2, it will be brought up again to discuss the actual coil value. 
An Operational Amplifier (Op amp) is used to amplify the detected signal. 
To clean signals against noise or make them smooth, low pass filter, high pass filter 
and band pass filter are the applicable ways to do that [8]. Low pass filter passes low 
frequency signals, but attenuates signals with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. 
A high-pass filter is the opposite of a low pass filter. A band pass filter is a 
combination of a low-pass and a high-pass filter. 
12 
 
 
Figure 11 (a) Phase diagram for Low pass filter       (b) simple circuit  for Low pass filter  
from WIKIPIDIA,  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File: RC_Divider.svg 
 
Figure 12, it is a simple low pass filter that was used in this work. After the data 
comes out of the low pass filter, they are converted from the analog to digital form 
1.3 Analysis of maximum impact force 
The thickness and stiffness of elastic layer must be carefully selected for the sensor on the 
robotic foot. In order to do that, the maximum force on the bottom of the foot should be estimated 
while the robot (Jaywalker) is taking a step. During the fall semester of 2011, Preston White, who 
is an applicant for the Master’s degree in ISAL, simulated forces of Jaywalker, with the ADAMS 
program [Appendix 15]. The impact expected on the diff rent ground conditions is calculated by 
his analysis. In accordance with his report, the maxi um impact force is calculated to 108 lb-
force (lb-f) on steel and 106.5 lb-f on wood. Figures 13 and 14 below are the plots from the 
simulation. As a result, 108 lb-f was the reference for the induction sensor spacer with relation to 
distance.  
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                 (a) Plot on the steel floor                              (b) simulated JayWalker on ADAMS program 
Figure 12. Simulation of maximum impact force on the steel ground using Adam’s program 
 
 
Figure 13. Plot on the wood ground maximum impact force 
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Chapter 2. Implementation of the robotic touch foot sensor 
The flow diagram in figure 15 below, is an overview of process to make one sensor read 
with a microprocessor. The critical process is to design the circuit for the sensor to reliably detect 
varied inductance and therefore varied force.  
 
 
Figure 14. Test procedure for the sensor 
2.1 Making coil flat and spiral 
To start with, a coil must be developed in a spiral and flat form on a Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB). Hand-made coils were developed for the initial experiment. The initial rectangular shaped 
coil was wound with 4 turns and non-insulated wire. In this test, the output from the plate 
deflection was from 281.3 mV to 375 mV. The differenc  was only about 93.7 mV. Next, a spiral 
shaped coil of 8 turns without insulation was tested and produced a better amplitude from 
181.1mV to 412.2 mV with the same defection. A problem with the test was that coils used were 
not insulated. An insulated coil with 8 turns gave higher voltages from 539.8mV to 1.401V, than 
those of non-insulated ones. The difference is about 807mV. Based on the experiments, a 
 Controlling Mux 
   Power input 
To selected coil 
   Natural signal 
Across coil 
Filtering / Amp 
Sampling/conver
sion 
Reading 
/determination 
Micro Processor Circuit for sensor 
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magnetic wire was selected which had polyurethane and polyamide (nylon) insulation, was 0.052 
inches in diameter, manufactured by Consolidated Elctronic Wire & Cable Co. 
  
 
(a) Inserting wire into plate (b) Winding coil (c) Handmade coil at the end 
Figure 15. Making a spiral coil with new material. (a) the tip of one end is put into the hole of one 
plate, (b) wrapping coil while the plates are held down, (c) hand-made coil 
In making a coil to have enhanced inductance, the first method was implemented with 2 
flat-squared boards with the coil wrapped manually, s shown figure 16. With 2 flat and squared 
plates, one end of the wire is put into the hole that is located at the center of the plate. The hole 
allows the combination of two panels on a bolt. Theresulting inductance is very close to the 
theoretically calculated value. Inductance of that coil with 12 to 13 turns wound is about 2.0 – 2.6 
μH.  
The next issue to be considered was to get coil etched on a PCB. 
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     (a) Commercial product in Micro-chip                                 (b) Coil drawn for study  
Figure 16. Drawings of coil for PCB 
Drawing as shown in figure 17 (b), was completed by drawing a helix with the Pro-E program in 
3D and then projected from the top to bottom in 2D Drawings as shown in figure 17, were 
completed by drawing a helix with the Pro-E program in 3D and then projected from the top to 
bottom in 2D. The drawing was translated to AutoCAD file format. For experiment, there are 4 
different coil patterns drawn to AutoCAD. This is to determine how the number of windings or 
width of trace influences inductance. Four pictures shown in figure 18 are PCB-based coils made 
by the “Keum-hyung” Co, of South Korea from our drawings. 1:1 and 2:1 refer to the trace verses 
space pattern on the PCB. 
 
 
 
(a) 20 turns(1:1)  (b) 20 turns(2:1) 
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(c) 30 turns(1:1)  (d) 40 turns(1:1) 
Figure 17. Four etched coils on PCB: (a) ratio of width of trace is 1:1 with 20 turns,  
                  (b) 1:2 with 20 turns, (c) 1:1 with 30 turns, d. 1:1 with 40 turns 
2.2 Current generator  
Vibrators for general purpose includes: 555 timers, c ystal vibrators, and multi- vibrator 
with op-amp. In order to have coil excited, a decent clock is needed. In addition, it has to allow 
enough current to be drawn to coil. The 555 timer is a popular and general purpose timer, more so 
than the multi-vibrator because it is simple to build a circuit and easy to apply it to the circuit 
shown in figure 19. 
 
 
(a) circuit of 555 timer (b) response to capacitance 
Figure 18. Timer 555 [14]: (a) circuit for application, (b) relationship between capacitance and time 
delay 
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The timer 555 is applicable to many clock driven applications like PWM, or a wave transformer, 
but this device just produces 15 mA as maximum current [14]. As aforementioned, current should 
be over at least 50 mA [4]. Otherwise the device is not suitable to excite the coil, various kinds of 
oscillators were tested to find the best one. Programmable generators were tested for this 
application as well.  But the results were somewhat similar to the VCO type clock generator. 
They had in common the same strange curve forms with the shape of signals not a uniformed 
square form, but distorted waves. 
  
(a) NPN Transistor(2N4401) (b) clock oscillator(XR 2209) 
Figure 19. Devices for current generator circuit: a. transistor for current, b. a clock generator to the 
base terminal of NPN transistor 
The reason for this comes from the necessity for impedance match to coil circuit when they were 
connected [9]. In order to match impedance and ensur  sufficient current [9], something is needed 
between a vibrator and coil circuit. The solution was to use NPN transistor that compensate for 
the difference in impedance.  
For the input to the base port, amount of current from collector to emitter can be 
controlled by the resistance. The expected amount of current from the collector to the emitter 
determines the value of the resistor connecting the input to the base port. The most applicable 
transistor hookup is “common emitter type” that grounds emitter terminal [15]. Therefore, clock 
pulse provides the base terminal with +5 volts, or 0 volts, allowing current to flow down coil. The 
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2N4401 transistor (manufactured by Philips) was select d for this study because it can accept 400 
mA up to 750 mA. Switching time is about 580 nsec (equal to about 1.7 MHz). Considering 
required current (over 50 mA), and the clock source (1MHz), the 2N4401 was well suited to be 
used.  In the circuit, the current flow is determined by 2 resistors, one is connected to collector, 
the other to emitter [15]. This pulsed clock produces sine wave like output across the coil because 
of the low pass filter. A XR2209 voltage controlled oscillator in figure 21(b) (produced by EXAR 
co), is applied to the base terminal of the NPN transistor in order to clock out 1MHz.  
2.3 Passive Low-pass filter 
  To remove noise above the 1 MHz-signal, a low-pass filter was applied after the coil. In 
other words, for an RC circuit, the voltage across coil is detected and amplified. Before 
amplification, ambient signals on top of the main signal must be filtered out. The capacitance for 
the cutoff frequency is determined by the following equations. 
Fc=  

 "#$
                          (4) 
So if R = 159 Ω and Fc = 1MHz,  
C =  

 "#%&
=  

 "('()(∗*)
= 1.0	10-9                                      (5) 
The signals after being filtered out look smoother t an before when probed with the HP 54601A 
oscilloscope. 
2.4 Analog to Digital conversion with a sampling clock generator 
There are two types of ADC’s, serial and parallel, to be considered. With the Propeller 
and Basic Stamp microprocessors serial ADC’s are limited due to timing problems when reading 
a large number of sensors. Typically the robotic foot many have as many as 10 sensors or more to 
provide the needed data for rough terrain walking.  
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(a) XRD 8785  (b) DS 1090 
Figure 20. Devices to be used for analog to Digital conversion: (a) ADC in 8bit parallel, (b) 7MHz 
clock generator 
 With a parallel ADC there is no need for synchronization, sampled date can be transferred to the 
I/O ports of a microprocessor at fast rate. The XRD 8785 in figure 21 (a) is 8bit parallel ADC, 
with an external system clock. The sampling frequency can be chosen by the designer because the 
ADC refers to an external clock not the microprocessor. Without the sync part in assembly code 
[refer to the code in Appendix D], data is read up to the speed of 1.2 MHz, which is measured 
directly by the HP 54601A oscilloscope.  
The DS1090 clock generator from Dallas Semiconductor for 7 MHz, up to 8MHz, was 
used as an external clock. It was stable, but generated additional noise in the circuit board. 
Through a variety of experiments, the DS1090 noise was easily handled by the use of a 
potentiometer. The analog potentiometer is attached to the control port with a 3.3 voltage 
regulator. With this addition the DS1090 provided the clock port of the XRD 8755 ADC with a 
stable 7 MHz rate. 
At 7MHz the XRD 8775 ADC can pick up 7 data points along the signal wave that is 
running at 1MHz. These 7 data points are enough to reliably determine the peak point among 
them. The Propeller accepts 8 bit data in parallel t the rate of 1.2 MHz. This is one sixth slower 
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than the external clock speed of 7 MHz. The technique used was to read the XRD 8755 ADC 
values 7 times for one sensor coil. So with the Propeller reading data at 1.2 MHz the net sensor 
sampling rate, with 7 readings per sample, comes to 171.43 KHz. Therefore the system 
throughput rate with 10 coil sensors is estimated to be 17.143 KHz. The rate is fast enough for the 
robotic foot to provide useful terrain information for the robot response control system. 
2.5 Power management and avoiding redundancy with multiplexers 
After confirming that one coil was properly read through the computer, multiple coils 
were built into a sensor circuit. Simply, each sensor coil circuit was added up onto one main 
board. The problem that developed was high current flow through the circuit. One circuit of each 
sensor coil consumed 160 mA, so the current came to about 520 mA for 4 sensor coils. The 
resolution of the problem of high current draw with multiple sensors was to use a multiplexer and 
make only one of the coil circuits connect to the clock generator at a time. 
   
(a) ADG608B  (b) Example of multiplexer 
Figure 21. Multiplexer: (a) ADG 608 with 8 × 1 chanels (www.ictradenet.com) 
, (b) an example about using mux 
 
In figure 22 (b), based on the selection by A and B, one of the data input, C0 to C3, is 
linked to the output. The ADG 608 (from Analog Device Co.) in figure 24 (a) was the multiplexer 
used in this study for the purpose of switching channels. 
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Two multiplexers were used: one for XRD 8785 ADC, and the other for power. By using 
the multiplexers only one sensor coil was turned on at a time, limiting current to 160 mA. 
 
Figure 22. Multiplexer to power source 
The control pins of each multiplexer are driven by the microprocessor.  
 
Figure 23. Multiplexer (d) to ADC (b) 
Multiplexer 
The 1st model 
of main circuit 
for 4coils 
(a) MCP6002 
(OP-AMP) 
(b) XRD8685 
(8bit parallel ADC) 
(d) ADG 608 
(Mux to ADC) 
(c) ADG 608 
(Mux to power) 
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2.6 Microprocessor to read ADC 
The embedded microprocessor is much cheaper but has limited functions compared to 
personal computers [17]. For data gathering applications an embedded microprocessor is ideal 
due to the low cost and small footprint. There is no need for the GHz speeds provided by personal 
computers used for computation  
The Propeller microprocessor used in this study has 8 multiprocessors on one chip, called 
cogs [19]. Therefore it can work 8 different tasks at a time with only one chip [19]. The Propeller 
has two programming languages, one called “Spin”, the other “Assembly” [19]. The Spin 
language is very user friendly but considerably slower than Assembly. Most programs developed 
for the Propeller have both languages in one code file with assembly used for those functions 
needing the added speed [19]. Furthermore, the Propeller rogramming segments can be reused 
by other Propeller programs like object files in the C++ language [19]. This is the one of the 
powerful properties of the Propeller microprocessor compared to other processors. 
 
2.7 Test beds for developed sensors. 
The initial test bed for the hand wound sensors was a flexible sandal. The sandal was 
made of polyurethane and was evenly thick and flexib . It was easily carved out and cut out to 
the form desired as shown in figure 25.  
The positioning of the sensor coils on the sandal was determined from a study on gait 
analysis [20]. Four points were seected on the surface of the sandal to position the handmade 
sensor coils. The diameter of the hand-made sensor coils was about 1.7 to 2.0 inches. Testing of 
the sandal showed varied signals by deformation due to the easy movement of the handmade coils.  
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(a)  coil after in a hall (b) spacer on top of coil (c) target metal at the top 
Figure 24. Sandal with coils as a test bed 
   The next test bed was made with a rigid panel on which sensors are placed with a few 
sheets of polyurethane inserted as a gap spacer. Th thickness was able to be precisely varied. 
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3. Troubleshoots 
3.1 Interference among coils 
With the handmade coils, a circuit was built to hold 4 sensor coils. In the first trial, no 
problem was observed when the 4 coils were powered at the same time. However, after a 
multiplexer was applied to decrease the high current flow it was observed that the voltage values 
across the powered sensor increased when targets were putting on the unpowered sensor coils. It 
was found that each coil had loops on the same common ground even though only one is turned 
on. This voltage change phenomenon was explained by “mutual inductance” [8]. This is when 
one sensor coil creates an electro-magnetic field that induces current in the unpowered nearby 
sensor coils [8]. 
The first method tried to correct this problem was isolating non-selected coils from 
common ground by applying a multiplexer. Based on tests, a sensor coil turned on was not 
influenced by others that were completely isolated from ground. The datasheet of the ADG 608 
shows that it has its own internal resistance of 30 to 40 Ω. That resistance is quite large within 
this circuitry, because it allowed less current to flow through the sensor coil to change the pattern 
of signal. In addition, the multiplexer did not make coils cut off completely. 
Another try was to use a multiplexer for the input clock to base terminal of NPN 
transistor. This was not a solution to the problem, because it also could not isolate other coils 
from the one enabled.  
The last revision was to put the multiplexer right before coils from the main clock source. 
The multiplexer has resistance before flowing current down through the sensor coil. With one 
single multiplexer, the circuit was totally isolated from others. However, the multiplexer 
resistance was 40 Ω and it needed to be lowered to 20 Ω, to make an appropriate amount of 
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current flow through the sensor coil. The simple soluti n was to connect 2 multiplexers in parallel, 
which brought the resistance down by half. It turned out that the parallel connection ensured 
better signals.  
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Chapter 4. Test and results 
The test results are based on the developed setup conditions. 
4.1 Coil tests 
The number of winding 
Coils on PCB Hand-made coils 
20 30 40 13 14 
Width of Trace(inch) .01 .02 .01 .01 .032 .032 
Space between traces(inch) .01 .01 .01 .01 .039 .031 
Calculated L(uH) 2.67 4 9 21.33 2.604 2.881 
Measured L(uH) 2.2 3.6 7.5 20.4 2.0 2.6 
Table 2. Measured inductance versus calculated one 
Table 2 indicates that calculated inductance with the formula introduced in the chapter 2 is close 
to the measured figures. Therefore, the formula can help designers predict the inductance of a coil. 
The hand-made coils also show values close to the calculated numbers.  
The coils made by hand are unstable due to a variety of conditions such as vibration, 
inaccurate placement, irregular space between coils and deformed coils. These factors make the 
inductance of the handmade coils changeable and unstable. Contrarily, the PCB coils have 
accurate and constant geometry so the signals from the are clear and stable.  
4.2 Measurement of each coil 
 To measure the characteristics of the coils in various patterns, a new tool, shown in figure 
28, was required for testing them. 
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(a) 3D view of the measurement tool (b) Side view of the measurement tool 
Figure 25. A measurement tool for coil: (a) 3D view, (b) Side view of the tool 
In figure 26 (b), the distance (D) is measured with a caliper at each point.  Therefore, the actual 
distance when the upper nuts are adjusted is 
  D = + + (- −/) + (- +0 − 1) 
      = R + 2N + W – (M + C)                                                    (7) 
R is measured with a caliper whenever D is changed. Table 3 is the thickness of the various 
components in the test tool. 
Comp. 
Handmade 
Coil 
PCB 
Nut Washer Metal 
Coil Cover 
Thickness
(Inch) 
0.052 0.044 0.044 0.126 0.043 0.062 
Table 3. Thickness of components 
The graph in figure 27 shows the voltages versus gap distance for one of the handmade coils. 
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Figure 26. The Characteristic curve of the hand-made coil of voltage to depth.  
The resistance attached to emitter is 10 Ω. 
The curve above shows that the handmade coil has two relatively linear sections breaking at the 
point (0.35, 4). This was the first graph to prove th good potential of the coil as a sensor. 
 
 
Figure 27. curves for 4 handmade coils with 13 turns wound to be set up on sandal(1st test bed). 
Volt 
Gap distance (in) 
(0.48,4) 
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The figure 28 shows voltages of 4 different handmade coils for every displacement. 
Overall the 4 curves are very similar to that in figure 27. The 3rd one was quite low value as 
compared to the others. Initially, it is believed that the winding direction caused to drop voltage 
values based on the backward wrapping direction [21]. However, the reason for the 3rd one having 
a voltage that was a bit lower than the others originated from interference and was solved by 
isolating the coils which were not selected. 
 
Figure 28. 4 coils etched on PCB after removing interference. The blue color is the coil with 20 and 
ratio of trace width to space of 1:1. The red is with 20 turns and ratio of 2:1.  The green is a coil of 30 
turns and ratio of 1:1. The last one is a coil with 40 turns and a ratio of 1:1. These curves were 
repeatable based on 3 tests. 
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In figure 29, experiments were carried out after having solved the interference problem 
by isolation of all coils. When the blue and red coils are compared, the only different condition is 
the ratio of trace to space. The coil with 2 to 1 ratio has better characteristics than one with 1 to 1.  
 
Figure 29. PCB Cover (P) is added to the previous setup 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
In summary, the new robotic touch foot sensor was inspired by the idea of the inductive 
touch sensor developed by Microchip. Based on the RLC circuit theory, the coil sensor can 
detect the variant signal due to the gap distance between the coil and conductive metal.  
The gap spacer which gives the sensor elasticity to abs rb the impulsive force, is 
determined by what the maximum expected force will be caused by the robotic gait. From the 
simulation with ADAMS program, it is calculated to 108 lb-force on the steel for Jay-Walker. 
This number can be used as a reference to determine the thickness and the stiffness of the 
spacer in the future.  
The other aspect that was addressed is how to make coil, and what the inductance for 
each pattern would be. With the given formula, inductance can be calculated with good 
accuracy. Even with the handmade coils, the inductance was close to the value prescribed by 
the formula.  
When developing this sensor there was one major problem that had to be solved. This 
was the interference between coils. This was solved by placing multiplexer right before input 
of each coil.  
The next major testing needs to be to fabrication and testing of the sensor on the 
Jaywalker robot. This testing should include the development of a robust flexible covering and 
mounting for the foot. The other possibility to be considered is that this sensor can be 
extended for robotic fingers, to sense pressure while holding or touching an object. The 
foreseeable obstacle is in solving how to magnify signal across a small coil with only 3 or 5 
turns.  
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Appendix A: Flowchart of the robotic touch foot sensor 
 Appendix A contains the flowchart that shows how the robotic touch foot 
sensors are working. Under the tree, it needs 4 parts to have all sensors working. Each 
of them has detailed functions. 
 
Figure A.1 Flowchart of the robotic touch foot sensor 
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Appendix B: Schematics for the robotic touch sensor circuits 
Appendix B contains the wiring schematics for each of the first trial circuit, 
2nd circuit and the last version of circuit, which includes 2 multi-vibrators, coil wiring 
with multiplexers and an Op amp. 
Appendix B.1 The first circuit for the robotic touch foot sensor 
 
Figure B.1   The first circuit to test sensors without selecting one of sensors. It consumes .53A 
with 4 coils turned on.  
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Appendix B.2 The second version of the sensor circuit 
 
Figure B.2   The 2nd circuit to solve power consumption with a multiplexer. The multiplexer acts 
to select one of sensors turned on at a time. 
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Appendix B.3 1MHz vibrator to NPN Transistor 
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B.4 7MHz vibrator to ADC 
 
Figure B.4 7MHz multi-vibrator to be used for ADC as sampling clock. 
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B.5 Diagram for 4 coil circuits with 2 multiplexers 
 
Figure B.5 Wiring diagram between Op-Amp and multiplexers connected to input of ADC. 
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B.6 Wiring diagram for ADC setup to microprocessor 
 
Figure B.6 Wiring diagram for ADC to micro controll er and the output of 4 Op-Amps. 
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B.7 Wiring diagram for excited current driver with a multiplexer 
 
Figure B.7 Clock generator with a current driver and multiplexer to separate one coil from 
others against interference. 
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B.8 Wiring diagram for test board 
 
Figure B.8 Test board for various experiments. Before building up a circuit, it is tested first on 
this board. 
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Appendix C: Interference among coils 
 Appendix C describes how the interference occurs among coils. 
The first experiment on mutual interference was carried out like the setup below. 
 
Appendix C.1 The first test about mutual interference at the beginning 
a. Schematic for test 
 
Figure C.1 Setup wiring diagram for testing 
 
b. Setup for measurement  
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(a) One coil only is opened (b) All coils are closed 
  
(c) signals through oscilloscope from (a) (d) signals from (b) 
Figure C.1.1 pictures above shows how to conduct the test. (c) is a signal from (a) setup, (d) from 
(b) 
c. Result 
Open / closed Voltage with one metal on dark cell Metals put on coil in order 
coil origin 1st coil 2nd coil 3rd coil 4th coil 1
st 
metal 
2nd 
metal 
3rd 
metal 
4th 
metal 
1 
Open 1.122 1.210 1.116 1.097 1.084  1.116 1.119 1.113 
Closed 0.687 0.675 0.694 0.684 0.681  0.684 0.697 0.697 
2 
Open 0.963 0.972 0.966 0.972 0.962 0.972  0.953 0.947 
closed 0.561 0.534 0.525 0.525 0.525 0.534  0.534 0.538 
3 
Open 0.728 0.725 0.734 0.728 0.719 0.725 0.734  0.728 
Closed 0.375 0.372 0.378 0.363 0.378 0.372 0.381  0.384 
4 
Open 0.723 0.722 0.728 0.725 0.734 0.722 0.719 0.709  
closed 0.336 0.334 0.334 0.336 0.336 0.334 0.334 0.338  
Table C.1 pictures above shows how to conduct the tst. (c) is a signal from (a) setup, (d) from (b) 
 
d. With the table, all coils did not show serious problem with interference. But the 
values from coils were not amplified by Op-Amp. With the result, it was believed 
that there was no interference among coils. This cau ed the problem that is 
mentioned earlier.  
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Appendix C.2 The second test for interference 
1. Testing interference of the setups below and the signals on HP 
oscilloscope 
Figure C.2.1 Testing interference among coils. The circuit diagram is introduced in Appendix 
B.2 
2. Result: As shown in figure, the signal is getting lower than the 
previous one because it has one more piece of metal. The effect of 
distance among coils was tested again, but it had nothing to do with 
the interference. This is the reason why a multiplexer must be applied 
to the coils like the figure B.3.5.  
   
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
    
(a-1) (b-1) (c-1) (d-1) 
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Appendix D: Programing codes for robotic touch foot sensor 
working 
 Appendix D includes the final program in the Propeller. As explained before, 
it has two languages: assembly, spin. The assembly is used to read the ADC at 
1.2MHz. And the Spin code is to analyze what the values are and simply displays 
what they are with LEDs. 
 
con 
  _clkmode = xtal1 + pll16x 
  _xinfreq = 5_000_000 
 
var 
  long  data[100]                   'for spaces to t re values read by adc 
  long  gap                         'for just in case 
  byte temp[100]                    'buffer to resotore the values from data space 
  byte tmp                          'temporarily space to swap long type data to byte 
obj 
  serial : "FullDuplexSerial" 
    
pub start | idx,i,f,g 
  serial.start(31,30,0,115200) 
  idx := 0                          'idx ==> point to locate one of arrays 
  tmp :=0                           'tmp  
  dira[9..8]~~ 
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  dira[15..12]~~                    'outputs determined by micro processor after reading 
values 
  outa[15..12]~                     ' clear them to zeros 
  outa[9..8]~ 
  waitcnt(clkfreq*3 + cnt) 
 
  cognew(@go,@data)                 'New cog to read sampled values from  
 
repeat                              '7 times repeat for reading: 
    outa[9..8]:=%00 
    repeat until idx == 10 
      temp[idx] := data[idx]        ' Swap long to byte 
      if (temp[idx] > 90)           ' from 255-90, set threshold as 90. above 90, it is 
recongized as 1 
        i++                         'if it is over 90, count i up with 1 
      idx++                         'Increment for memory location 
      
    if(i>2)                         'counted value is great than 2, 
      outa[12]~~                    'just turn the LED connected to pin 12 
    else 
      outa[12]~                     'if not, set pin 12 to zero 
    i:=0 
    idx:=0 
 'waitcnt(clkfreq/10000 + cnt) 
   outa[9..8]:=%01 
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   repeat until idx == 10 
      temp[idx] := data[idx]        ' Swap long to byte 
      if (temp[idx] > 80)           ' from 255-90, set threshold as 90. above 90, it is                
                                               ‘ recongized as 1 
        i++                         'if it is over 90, count i up with 1 
      idx++                         'Increment for memory location 
 
     if(i>2)                         'counted value is great than 2, 
       outa[13]~~                    'just turn the LED connected to pin 12 
     else 
       outa[13]~                     'if not, set pin 12 to zero 
  i:=0                            'after fininishing one procedure, clear i and idx to make them        
                                           ‘jump to the first location 
  idx :=0  
   'waitcnt(clkfreq/10000 + cnt) 
      outa[9..8]:=%10 
   repeat until idx == 10 
      temp[idx] := data[idx]        ' Swap long to byte 
      if (temp[idx] > 80)           ' from 255-90, set threshold as 90. above 90, it is 
recongized as 1 
        i++                         'if it is over 90, count i up with 1 
      idx++                         'Increment for memory location 
 
     if(i>2)                         'counted value is great than 2, 
       outa[14]~~                    'just turn the LED connected to pin 12 
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     else 
       outa[14]~                     'if not, set pin 12 to zero 
  i:=0                            'after fininishing one procedure, clear i and idx to make them   
                                      ‘jump to the first location 
  idx :=0 
   outa[9..8]:=%11 
   repeat until idx == 10 
      temp[idx] := data[idx]        ' Swap long to byte 
      if (temp[idx] > 90)           ' from 255-90, set threshold as 90. above 90, it is   
                                                ‘recongized as 1 
        i++                         'if it is over 90, count i up with 1 
      idx++                         'Increment for memory location 
 
     if(i>2)                         'counted value is great than 2, 
       outa[15]~~                    'just turn the LED connected to pin 12 
     else 
       outa[15]~                     'if not, set pin 12 to zero 
  i:=0                            'after fininishing one procedure, clear i and idx to make them  
                                       ‘jump to the first location 
  idx :=0     
    
DAT 
 
            org       0 
go 
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              mov       addr,par       'reading point address that is the first space of the array 
       
              andn      DIRA,pinmask1  
set1          mov       t1, #10       ' reading 7 times per one coil 
              mov       t2, addr      'to reuse the point address, store it to t2      
read1         mov       value,ina     'Reading a value from 8bit I/O  
              wrlong    value,t2      'Write the value to the place that the pointer is pointing 
at 
              add       t2,#4         'Increase the address with 4 because of the long variable. 
              djnz      t1,#read1     'Jump to read1 unless t=0, everytime, t = t-1          
              jmp       #go 
                          
               
pinmask1      LONG      $000F 
pinmask2      Long      %1111_00000000 
addr          res       1 
value         res       1 
t1            res       1 
t2            res       1 
t3            res       1 
t4            res       1 
t5            res       1 
t6            res       1  
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Appendix E: Characteristics of coils 
Appendix E has two kinds of data about voltage to gap distances from two 
different circuits. One from Appendix B.2 shows interference problem. Hand-made 
coils were used. The other describes the enhanced stability without the problem. The 
coils etched on PCB were tested. 
 
Table E.1 the data were measured by the tool in Figure 28. (a) data from 4 coils. (b) test to 
compare 1st coil and 3rd coil to see why the 3rd coil had small values from the other. 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure E.1 4 curves from table E (a) 
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Figure E.1 4 curves from table E (b): the metal was changed from one big plate to two pieces to 
see if it changed that difference. As a result, it had a little effect on that but not much. 
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Table E.2 each column shows voltages to distance. And every coil did not have any interruption 
from others. The curves are provided in figure 30. 1:1, 2:1 stand for ratio of trace to space. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
